Chinese-character crowding—I. Effects of structural similarity
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Crowding impedes the identification of flanked objects in peripheral vision. Prior studies have shown crowding strength decreases with target–flanker similarity. Research on crowding in Chinese-character recognition has been scarce in the literature. We aimed to fill the research gap by examining the effects of structural similarity on Chinese-character crowding. Regularity in within-character configuration, i.e., orthographic legality, of flankers was manipulated in Experiment 1. Target–flanker similarity in orthographic legality did not affect crowding strength, measured as contrast threshold elevation. Crowding weakened only when the strokes in the flankers were scrambled. Contour integrity of flankers was manipulated by randomly perturbing the phase spectra of the stimulus images in Experiments 2a and 2b. Crowding by perturbed-phase flankers remained robust but was weaker compared with intact-phase flankers. Target–flanker similarity in contour integrity modulated crowding strength. Our findings were consistent with the postulation that faulty integration of low-level visual features contributed to crowding of Chinese characters. Studies on Chinese-character recognition and crowding can provide important insights into how the visual system processes complex daily objects.

Introduction

When objects are placed close to one another in peripheral vision, they can still be detected but seem cluttered due to visual crowding (Bouma, 1970; Stuart & Burian, 1962; see also Levi, 2008; Whitney & Levi, 2011, for reviews). Although the exact mechanism behind crowding is still under debate, many of its properties have been well studied. In the current study, we studied one such property—similarity effects—in crowding of Chinese characters as we manipulated the structural properties of flankers.

According to the faulty feature integration theory of crowding, flanker features that fall into the integration field of a target will be erroneously combined with the target, especially in parafoveal vision (Levi, Hariharan, & Klein, 2002; Nandy & Tjan, 2007; Pelli, Palomares, & Majaj, 2004). The size of the integration field is known to increase with target eccentricity (Toet & Levi, 1992). Such observation has led researchers to link the theoretical concept of the integration field with a potential physiological counterpart, the receptive field of certain visual neurons (Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011; van den Berg, Roerdink, & Cornelissen, 2010).

Computational modeling showed that faulty integration through compulsory averaging between the target and flanker signals could explain crowding of carefully designed stimuli carrying orientation and positional information (Greenwood, Bex, & Dakin, 2009; Parkes, Lund, Angelucci, Solomon, & Morgan, 2001).

Crowding strength is known to increase with target–flanker similarity: Crowding becomes stronger when the target and flankers are similar in terms of shape (Kooi, Toet, Tripathy, & Levi, 1994; Nazir, 1992), orientation (Andriessen & Bouma, 1976; Levi et al., 2002), spatial frequency (Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001), contrast polarity (Chung & Mansfield, 2009; Kooi et al., 1994), color (Kooi et al., 1994; Pöder, 2007), or visual complexity (Zhang, Zhang, Xue, Liu, & Yu, 2009). Bernard and Chung (2011) found that a target letter was more susceptible to crowding when flanked by more confusable letters. Applying the faulty feature integration theory, features of flankers that were visually similar to the target could be more easily integrated with those in the target.

Studies on crowding of Chinese characters were relatively scarce in the literature. Chinese is the most widely used logographic language, and its characters have far more varied spatial complexity than letters in an alphabetic language. Among the 5,000 most commonly used Chinese characters in Hong Kong (Hong Kong SAR Education Bureau, 2012), the number of strokes ranges from one to 32. A major psychophysical implication of such variation is that Chinese characters with high complexity require a...
larger size to reach the same level of acuity in both central and peripheral vision (Zhang, Zhang, Xue, Liu, & Yu, 2007). More importantly, consistent with the principle of similarity effect, flankers with a spatial complexity level different from the target were found to produce weaker crowding effect (Zhang et al., 2009).

In addition to having a wide range of spatial complexity, Chinese characters are in a special class of objects with a well-defined hierarchy of orthographic components. On the most basic level, a Chinese character could be decomposed into strokes. Some of these strokes combine to form stroke patterns: Some are radicals that signify semantic classification of the character; others might be phonetic representations. The legality of a Chinese character is determined by both the validity of the individual components and their spatial arrangement within an imaginary square frame. In Chinese-character recognition, observers not only process the components of Chinese characters, but also the spatial relationship among these components although the former could be more important to Chinese readers (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009). In the current study, we studied the role of object-level information in terms of orthographic configuration in crowding of Chinese characters.

Object-level information, in addition to feature-level information, has been shown to influence crowding strength in face crowding (Louie, Bressler, & Whitney, 2007). Like Chinese characters, a face is also defined by its components and their configuration. Louie et al. (2007) found that crowding of an upright face was stronger with upright face flankers than with inverted face flankers. On the other hand, inverted face flankers did not result in stronger crowding of an inverted face target. Therefore, Louie et al. concluded that this was not merely a similarity effect. Instead, object-level configurational information in upright faces played a role in face crowding. Here we examined whether similarity in orthographic legality, a form of object-level information, would affect the strength of Chinese-character crowding. We compared the crowding strengths as we manipulated orthographic legality in Experiment 1. We then followed up on what we found in Experiment 1 and studied the effect of similarity in contour integrity in Experiments 2a and 2b.

### Experiment 1: Similarity in orthographic legality

Zhang et al. (2009) found that crowding was inversely proportional to orthographic scrambling: Pixel-scrambled character flankers, devoid of any orthographic information, induced almost no crowding, and stroke-scrambled character flankers resulted in weaker crowding than intact characters. The current experiment further investigated if the legality of stroke pattern arrangement would affect crowding. We compared crowding strength from legal character flankers versus flanking characters with illegal configuration of valid stroke patterns. If similarity effects on crowding could be extended to such high-level factors as orthographic legality, flankers of higher configurational legality (i.e., more similar to the target) would induce stronger crowding. Alternatively, configurational legality of flankers might have no impact on crowding strength if crowding mostly occurred at low-level visual processing.

### Methods

#### Observers

Ten native Chinese readers, aged between 18 and 33, participated in Experiment 1. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Time spent in this experiment was compensated for HK$60 an hour. Written informed consent was collected from each observer before the experiment. All procedures used in this experiment were reviewed and approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Hong Kong and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

#### Stimuli

Chinese characters were selected from a list of 3,000 most frequently used traditional Chinese characters in Hong Kong (Poon & Kang, 2003). These frequently used characters were further screened for the configuration of their constituent stroke patterns. A group of 176 “left–right” characters that were composed of a left and a right stroke pattern were included in the final set of real characters. Among all left–right Chinese characters, some stroke patterns can exist only on the left side of a character, and others can exist only on the right side. Forty-five pseudocharacters were created by combining the left-only and right-only stroke patterns in a legitimate way (i.e., the left-only and right-only stroke patterns stayed in the corresponding side of the character), yet such combinations were not existing characters. Forty-five noncharacters were created by swapping the left and right stroke patterns in each of the 45 pseudocharacters. The real-, pseudo-, and noncharacters shared 28 different left stroke patterns and 45 right stroke patterns. Total stroke number ranged from four to 13 ($M = 8.70$, $SD = 1.89$) for real characters and from six to 12 ($M = 8.60$, $SD = 1.63$) for both pseudo- and noncharacters. In the Chinese writing system, a stroke is a continuous movement of the writing instrument with a disjunction in the end, which
allows corners and hooks. In addition to stroke count, visual complexity of the stimuli was also measured through perimetric complexity, which is the ratio of the squared sum of inside and outside perimeters to the ink area of the character (Attneave & Arnoult, 1956; Pelli, Burns, Farell, & Moore-Page, 2006). Mean perimetric complexities were 465.85 (SD = 64.28) for real characters, 459.60 (SD = 60.46) for pseudocharacters, and 455.89 (SD = 63.76) for noncharacters. A set of 176 scrambled characters were created by dividing a real character into nine square units of equal size and having these units randomly rotated and swapped. As our scrambling method could break up strokes into smaller fragments, mean perimetric complexity among scrambled characters was 548.06 (SD = 82.97). Figure 1 shows examples of the four types of characters. The characters were rendered and presented in the PMingLiU font (Xin Si Ming Ti). Height and width of each character were both 1.5, which exceeded the size threshold of all observers (M = 0.75°, SD = 0.19°).

Apparatus

This experiment was programmed and run in the MATLAB environment (R2008b, MathWorks, MA) with the Psychotoolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Stimuli were presented on a 17-in. Dell M783c CRT monitor (1024 × 768 pixels, 85-Hz frame rate) controlled by a Mac Pro computer. The output luminance of the monitor was calibrated and linearized. Background luminance was 13.5 cd/m². A chin rest was used to maintain a viewing distance of 100 cm.

Procedures

Each observer performed three blocks of 40 trials for each of the five conditions—four flanked conditions and a target-only baseline condition. The target in all conditions was always a real character. Flankers were presented to the left and right of the target with a center-to-center distance of 2° in all flanked conditions. Both flankers were real, pseudo-, non-, or scrambled characters depending on the stimulus condition. The order of conditions was randomized across the observers.

Contrast threshold for 75% accuracy in target recognition was estimated in each block using QUEST, a Bayesian adaptive procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983). The threshold criterion was selected such that performance would be well above chance and comparable to criteria used in previous studies. Michelson contrast of the target remained at 0.30 for the first five trials in each block. Target contrast in each trial was then determined by QUEST for the remaining 35 trials. Flanker contrast was fixed at 0.10. Flanker contrast level was chosen based on our pilot data on contrast threshold in the target-only baseline condition.

Observers were instructed to fixate at a cross on the screen at the beginning of each trial and to initiate the trial by a key press. After a trial was initiated, the fixation cross continued to remain on the screen for 200 ms, followed by a blank screen for 300 ms before the stimulus was presented for 100 ms. The target character was always presented at 6° eccentricity in the right visual field. A response screen with the correct response and 22 randomly drawn characters was shown at the end of each trial. The observers used the arrow keys on the keyboard to choose a response from the set of 23 characters. Auditory feedback was given after each trial. Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of a trial.

Statistical analysis

We analyzed the data using R (Version 3.3.0; R Core Team, 2016). Linear mixed effects models with random effects of the observers were fitted and examined using the nlme (Version 3.1-128; Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2016) package. Significance level in planned pairwise comparisons was adjusted through deriving a multivariate normal distribution for the null hypotheses to control the family-wise error rate (Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008). For effect size measures, marginal $R^2$ and conditional $R^2$, which estimated the proportion of variances accounted for by the fixed effects only and the full model (i.e., fixed effects plus random effects), respectively, were computed using the piecewiseSEM package (Lefcheck, 2015). Hedge’s $g$, computed using the effsize package (Torchiano, 2016), was reported alongside with each pairwise comparison. Confidence intervals around the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flanker Type</th>
<th>咨組航</th>
<th>样組熄</th>
<th>味組散</th>
<th>穿組碎</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1. Examples of stimuli used in the four flanked conditions of Experiment 1. The target (middle character) was always a real Chinese character. The flankers varied in levels of orthographic legality, going from real characters, pseudocharacters, and noncharacters to scrambled characters.
Means were constructed through bootstrapping using the boot package (Version 1.3-18; Canty & Ripley, 2016). Bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) bootstrap confidence intervals (Efron, 1987) were reported.

Results

Mean contrast threshold for the target-only baseline condition was 0.08 [$SD = 0.03$, 95% BCa CI = (0.06, 0.10), range = 0.03–0.14]. Crowding strength was measured by the elevation of contrast threshold when we compared the flanked conditions against the target-only condition. Figure 3 shows the results of Experiment 1. Mean threshold elevations of the real-, pseudo-, non-, and scrambled-character flanked conditions were 3.59 [$SD = 1.46$, 95% BCa CI = (2.62, 4.35)], 3.08 [$SD = 1.42$, 95% BCa CI = (2.44, 4.19)], 3.47 [$SD = 1.39$, 95% BCa CI = (2.61, 4.23)] and 2.68 [$SD = 1.14$, 95% BCa CI = (2.08, 3.41)] respectively. All threshold elevations exceeded one, indicating robust crowding in all flanked conditions.

A linear mixed effects model with the fixed effect of flanker types and random effect of observers was fitted to the log (base 10) threshold elevations (marginal $\hat{R}^2 = 0.03$; conditional $\hat{R}^2 = 0.53$). Shapiro–Wilk test suggested no statistically significant deviation from normality in the residuals, $W = 0.987$, $p = 0.325$. Homoscedasticity assumption was assessed by comparing models fitted with and without equal within-condition variance. The heteroscedastic model was not significantly better, $\chi^2(1) = 3.12$, $p = 0.074$. The omnibus test found no statistically significant difference among the mean threshold elevations across the four flanked conditions, $F(3, 107) = 2.22$, $p = 0.090$.

Planned comparisons were also conducted comparing the pseudo-, non-, and scrambled-character flanked conditions against the real-character flanked condition. Compared with the real-character flanked condition, scrambled-character flanked condition had significantly lower threshold elevation [mean difference $= -0.91$, $SD = 1.18$, 95% BCa CI = ($-1.76$, $-0.35$), $z = -2.41$, $p = 0.042$, Hedge’s $g = -0.74$], but the pseudocharacter flanked condition [mean difference $= -0.50$, $SD = 1.04$, 95% BCa CI = ($-1.14$, 0.09), $z = -1.32$, $p = 0.047$, Hedge’s $g = -0.46$], and noncharacter flanked condition [mean difference $= -0.11$, $SD = 0.43$, 95% BCa CI =
Discussion

Crowding remained strong in the pseudocharacter and noncharacter conditions but weakened when the stroke patterns were fragmented in the scrambled-character condition. Our results were consistent with Zhang et al.’s (2009) study, in which stroke-scrambled flankers resulted in weaker crowding. Strength of Chinese-character crowding does not depend on the orthographic legality of flankers. As long as the high-level form of stroke patterns remains intact, flankers induce strong crowding.

Contour alignment was found to modulate crowding strength (Chakravarthi & Pelli, 2011; Glen & Dakin, 2013) and might contribute to the weakened crowding in the scrambled-character crowded condition. Rotation was involved when we scrambled the characters and could have made alignment of strokes from target and from flankers less likely. Greenwood, Bex, and Dakin (2012) also reported that crowding of stroke orientation judgment was strongest when orientation of the flanker strokes was most similar to that of the target stroke. Changes in the orientation distribution of strokes in the scrambled flankers might partially explain the observed weaker crowding.

When the form of a visual object is distorted, the distribution of contrast energy across different spatial frequencies may also be disrupted. Would crowding remain strong if only the visual form of the flankers is distorted but with an intact contrast energy distribution? We addressed this in our next experiment.

Experiment 2a: Similarity in contour integrity

Chinese characters can be decomposed not only into different orthographic components, but also into low-level features of different spatial frequencies and orientations. Using Fourier transform, any image can be decomposed into its phase and magnitude spectra. Between the two, the phase spectrum is more important to retaining features in an image (Oppenheim & Lim, 1981; Wang & Simoncelli, 2004). Nevertheless, no difference in crowding strength was observed between flankers with an intact and a scrambled phase spectra (C. He & Tjan, 2004; Shin, Wallace, & Tjan, 2010). Tjan and colleagues (C. He & Tjan, 2004; Shin et al., 2010) reported that significant reduction in crowding strength was only observed when the magnitude spectrum was altered. Tjan and colleagues’ findings were consistent with the primary visual cortex (V1) being the cortical locus of crowding because V1 does not differentiate between intact-phase and perturbed-phase stimuli (Ben-Shachar, Dougherty, Deutsch, & Wandell, 2007). In Experiments 2a and 2b, we examined the effects of contour integrity through phase perturbation on crowding strength in Chinese characters.

Methods

Observers

Five native Chinese readers, aged between 18 and 33, participated in Experiment 2a. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Time spent in this experiment was compensated for HK$60 an hour. Written informed consent was collected from each observer before the experiment. All procedures used in this experiment were reviewed and approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Hong Kong and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli

One hundred ninety high-complexity Chinese characters were selected from a list of 3,171 most frequently used traditional Chinese characters for primary education in Hong Kong (Hong Kong SAR Education Bureau, 2009). A total of 190 high-complexity characters rendered in PMingLiU font (Xin Sì Ming Ti) were selected for this experiment. Mean stroke count for this group of characters was 17.67 (SD = 0.81), and mean perimetric complexity was 651.52 (SD = 44.91). These characters were randomly used as targets, flankers, and response options.

We manipulated the phase and magnitude spectra of flanker characters by performing discrete Fourier transform. Random numbers drawn from the von Mises distribution (i.e., the circular normal distribution) with location parameter of zero and dispersion parameter of two were added to the phase spectrum of each character. Each perturbed phase spectrum was combined with the original magnitude spectrum of the corresponding character to create the perturbed-phase characters through inverse Fourier transform. Phase perturbation distributed contrast energy over the whole square area and made the perturbed-phase characters perceptually distinct from the intact-phase characters. We introduced conditions in which the original phase spectrum and the perturbed phase spectrum were combined with the average of the 190 magnitude spectra. With the averaged magnitude spectrum, some of the contrast energy spread over to the background even without phase perturbation. Therefore, with

$$(0.42, 0.11), \gamma = -0.51, p = 0.923, \text{Hedge's } g = -0.25\text{, did not.}$$
manipulations on both the phase (intact vs. perturbed) and magnitude (individual vs. averaged) spectra, four types of flankers were created: intact phase with individual magnitude (i.e., without Fourier transform), intact phase with averaged magnitude, perturbed phase with individual magnitude, and perturbed phase with averaged magnitude (see Figure 4 for examples). The image of each character was filtered by a raised cosine function to remove the sharp edges. Height and width of each character image, including small zero padding at the edges, were both 28.

**Apparatus**

The same apparatus setup was used as in Experiment 1 except that background luminance was 19.5 cd/m2.

**Procedures**

Each observer performed two blocks of flanked trials and two blocks of target-only trials. Trials for the four flanked conditions were randomly intermixed in a block with 60 trials per condition. Sixty trials were performed separately in each target-only block. The target in all conditions was always a character with intact phase and its original magnitude spectrum and presented at 6° eccentricity in the right visual field. Flankers were presented to the left and right of the target with a center-to-center distance of 28 in all flanked conditions.

RMS contrast of the target was 0.10, 0.20, or 0.30 for the first 30 trials of each condition in each block. Target contrast in each trial was then determined by QUEST for the remaining trials and used to estimate the contrast threshold for 75% recognition accuracy (Watson & Pelli, 1983). Flanker RMS contrast was fixed at 0.20. No feedback was given in Experiment 2a. Stimulus presentation sequence in each trial was the same as in Experiment 1 except that the response screen presents 20 alternatives, including the target (in both target-only and flanked conditions) and the flankers (only in flanked conditions).

**Statistical analysis**

The methods of statistical analysis were identical to those in Experiment 1.

**Results**

Mean contrast threshold for the target-only baseline condition was 0.06 [SD = 0.03, 95% BCa CI = (0.05, 0.10), range = 0.05–0.11]. Crowding strength was measured by the elevation of contrast threshold when we compared the flanked conditions against the target-only condition. Figure 5 shows the results of Experiment 2a. Mean threshold elevations of the intact-phase, individual-magnitude; perturbed-phase, individual-magnitude; intact-phase, averaged-magnitude; and perturbed-phase, averaged-magnitude flanked conditions were 4.97 [SD = 1.46, 95% BCa CI = (3.87, 6.10)], 2.34 [SD = 1.10, 95% BCa CI = (1.75, 3.74)], 3.82 [SD = 1.27, 95% BCa CI = (3.09, 5.14)] and 1.93 [SD = 0.45, 95% BCa CI = (1.52, 2.23)], respectively. All threshold
elevations exceeded one, indicating robust crowding in all flanked conditions.

A linear mixed effects model with the fixed effects of flanker phase perturbation and flanker magnitude averaging and random effect of observers was fitted to the log (base 10) threshold elevations (marginal $R^2 = 0.48$; conditional $R^2 = 0.62$). Shapiro–Wilks test suggested no statistically significant deviation from normality in the residuals, $W = 0.949$, $p = 0.070$. Homoscedasticity assumption was assessed by comparing models fitted with and without equal within-condition variance. The heteroscedastic model was not significantly better, $\chi^2(3) = 6.38$, $p = 0.094$. The omnibus test found a statistically significant main effect of flanker phase perturbation, $F(1, 32) = 46.04$, $p < 0.001$, but not of flanker magnitude averaging, $F(1, 32) = 2.68$, $p = 0.111$, on threshold elevation. The interaction between phase perturbation and magnitude averaging was not statistically significant, $F(1, 32) = 0.62$, $p = 0.436$.

Planned comparisons were also conducted comparing the flanked intact-phase and flanked perturbed-phase conditions within each of the two magnitude-averaging conditions. When individual magnitude was used, the flanked perturbed-phase condition had significantly lower threshold elevation than the intact-phase flanked condition [mean difference = $-2.63$, $SD = 0.96$, 95% BC$_a$ CI = $(-3.81, -2.12)$, $z = -5.36$, $p < 0.001$, Hedge’s $g = -2.48$]. A statistically significant difference between the perturbed-phase and the intact-phase flanked conditions was also found when averaged magnitude was used [mean difference = $-1.89$, $SD = 1.10$, 95% BC$_a$ CI = $(-2.99, -1.22)$, $z = -4.24$, $p < 0.001$, Hedge’s $g = -1.55$].

**Discussion**

Crowding was weakened with perturbed-phase flankers. Our results suggest that the strength of crowding in Chinese characters is contingent on similarity in terms of contour integrity. Whereas prior studies (C. He & Tjan, 2004; Shin et al., 2010) observed no difference in crowding strength between intact-phase and perturbed-phase flankers, we found otherwise: Perturbed-phase flankers induced weaker crowding than flankers with intact phase even after controlling for difference in magnitude spectrum among the flankers in the averaged magnitude conditions. Contour integrity therefore plays a role in determining crowding strength in Chinese characters.

In previous studies in which null effect on phase perturbation was found, crowding strength was weakened only when the amplitude spectrum or power spectral density was altered. Our findings, however, suggest that contour integrity (phase) also influences the similarity effects in crowding of Chinese characters. The discrepancy in findings might lie in stimulus type. Our stimuli were more complex than average Chinese characters. Like many objects of high visual complexity, the components (i.e., radicals and stroke patterns) are essential to recognition, but the configuration of individual components (cf. faces) is just as important. Thus, Chinese-character recognition requires relatively high precision in feature binding. One possibility is that, with more features in the target, the likelihood of erroneously binding with flanker features before reaching object-level visual processing increases.

Neuroimaging evidence supports the notion that crowding occurs at multiple stages (Anderson, Dakin, Schwarzkopf, Rees, & Greenwood, 2012; Freeman, Donner, & Heeger, 2011). For similarity in a visual element to influence crowding, the element needs to have a crucial role in the process of feature integration. From the discrepancy in findings on phase integrity, we infer that phase may be more involved in feature integration of one type of object but not another. In other words, the features that are erroneously integrated in the crowding process may also differ. This difference can be due to the characteristics of the object and even the requirements of the task. Unlike Latin letters, strokes and stroke patterns can be combined to form numerous different Chinese characters. Phase perturbation reduces the visibility of strokes in Chinese characters and may reduce the number of intact strokes to be erroneously integrated in crowding.

**Experiment 2b: Effect of trial blocking**

Phase perturbation of flankers was found to alleviate crowding of Chinese characters in Experiment 2a. Such findings differed from Tjan and colleagues’ findings on crowding of Latin letters (C. He & Tjan, 2004; Shin et al., 2010). In addition to the different stimulus types used, trials of all the flanked conditions were randomly intermixed in a block in Experiment 2a but were performed in separate blocks in Tjan and colleagues’ studies. We did a follow-up experiment to examine whether trial blocking contributed to the discrepancy in findings.

In this experiment, we examined threshold elevations brought by intact-phase and perturbed-phase flankers measured in separate blocks of trials of different conditions. When trials of different flanked conditions are performed in separate blocks, the visual system may be able to tune the recognition process according to the type of flankers used in a block. Such flanker-specific tuning of the target recognition process may complicate the comparison between different flanked conditions.
Here we asked if trial blocking could explain the null effect of phase perturbation in Tjan and colleagues’ (C. He & Tjan, 2004; Shin et al., 2010) studies. The intact-phase and perturbed-phase conditions in Experiment 2 also differed in the possible roles of mislocation errors. Flankers can be misreported as the target in crowding. Because perturbed-phase flankers could not be recognized, misidentification of flankers as the target was not possible. As a result, crowding with perturbed-phase flankers could be weaker than crowding with intact-phase flankers. Flankers were excluded from the response set in this follow-up experiment to eliminate mislocation errors.

Methods

Observers

Six native Chinese readers, aged between 18 and 33, participated in Experiment 2b. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Time spent in this experiment was compensated for HK$60 an hour. Written informed consent was collected from each observer before the experiment. All procedures used in this experiment were reviewed and approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Hong Kong and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli and apparatus

The apparatus setup and stimuli were the same as those in Experiment 2a. Only stimuli with individual magnitude spectrum were used.

Procedures

In addition to the target-only baseline condition, only intact-phase, individual-magnitude and perturbed-phase, individual-magnitude flanked conditions were included. The intact-phase and perturbed-phase trials were either randomly intermixed in a block or were performed in separate blocks. The target-only trials were always performed in a separate block. Sequence of blocks was randomized across observers. The procedures in Experiment 2b were otherwise identical to those in Experiment 2a.

Statistical analysis

The methods of statistical analysis were identical to those in Experiment 1.

Results

Mean contrast threshold for the target-only baseline condition was 0.04, \( SD = 0.02, 95\% \text{ BCa CI} = (0.03, 0.06)\), range = 0.03–0.07. Crowding strength was measured by the elevation of contrast threshold when we compared the flanked conditions against the target-only condition. Figure 6 shows the results of Experiment 2b. Mean threshold elevations of the intact-phase-intermixed, perturbed-phase-intermixed, intact-phase-blocked, and perturbed-phase-blocked flanked conditions were 5.29 [\( SD = 2.42, 95\% \text{ BCa CI} = (3.90, 7.64)\)], 3.13 [\( SD = 1.53, 95\% \text{ BCa CI} = (2.22, 4.43)\)], 6.41 [\( SD = 3.27, 95\% \text{ BCa CI} = (4.36, 9.33)\)] and 4.47 [\( SD = 1.63, 95\% \text{ BCa CI} = (3.27, 5.60)\)], respectively. All threshold elevations exceeded one, indicating robust crowding in all flanked conditions.

A linear mixed effects model with the fixed effects of flanker phase perturbation and trial blocking and random effect of observers was fitted to the log (base 10) threshold elevations (marginal \( R^2 = 0.19\); conditional \( R^2 = 0.52\)). Shapiro–Wilk test suggested no statistically significant deviation from normality in the residuals, \( W = 0.977, p = 0.466\). Homoscedasticity assumption was assessed by comparing models fitted with and without equal within-condition variance. The heteroscedastic model was not significantly better, \( \chi^2(3) = 0.63, p = 0.889\). The omnibus test found statistically significant main effects of flanker phase perturbation, \( F(1, 39) = 12.18, p = 0.001\), and of trial blocking, \( F(1, 39) = 5.70, p = 0.022\), on threshold elevation. The interaction between phase perturbation and trial blocking was not statistically significant, \( F(1, 39) = 0.64, p = 0.428\).

Planned comparisons were also conducted comparing the flanked intact-phase and flanked perturbed-phase conditions within each of the two trial blocking conditions. When flanked trials were randomly inter-
Discussion

Blocking the trials of intact-phase and phase-perturbed flanked conditions attenuated the difference in crowding strength between the two. However, the phase-perturbation-by-trial-blocking interaction was not statistically significant despite the nonsignificant planned comparison between the flanked intact-phase and flanked perturbed-phase conditions when the flanked trials were blocked. The large effect size of phase perturbation under the blocked condition (Hedge’s $g = -0.95$) suggested a lack of statistical power due to small sample size as the reason for not achieving statistical significance. Therefore, we interpreted the results of Experiment 2b as a replicated effect of phase perturbation on crowding strength in Chinese-character recognition. Perturbed-phase flankers led to weakened crowding even when possible mislocation errors in intact-phase trials had been controlled for. Target–flanker similarity in contour integrity can modulate crowding strength in Chinese-character recognition.

Although phase perturbation weakened crowding strength in our experiments, crowding of Chinese characters remained significant (i.e., threshold elevation $> 1$) even with phase-perturbed flankers. Ho and Cheung (2011) found that crowding in an orientation discrimination task remained significant even when the flankers were rendered invisible through continuous flash suppression. Nonetheless, invisible flankers resulted in weaker crowding. Crowding by invisible flankers suggested a mechanism toward the early stage of visual processing, but the visibility modulation of crowding strength pointed to another late-stage component. Our current observation of weakened but significant crowding by phase-perturbed flankers was consistent with the idea that crowding happens at multiple stages of visual processing.

We also observed that trial blocking resulted in stronger crowding in general. Uncertainties in flanker type might have drawn spatial attention toward the whole trigram when the flanked trials were randomly intermixed. Such overall increase in deployed spatial attention might have attenuated crowding strength. Although attention was not the focus of our study, our findings suggested further investigation on the role of spatial attention in modulating crowding strength.

General discussion

Target–flanker similarity at the stroke-/contour-level modulates the strength of crowding in Chinese-character recognition, but similarity at the stroke-pattern level does not. Crowding remains strong as long as the general form of the flankers is maintained. In other words, high target–flanker similarity at the stroke-contour-level facilitates faulty integration or pooling of features from target and flankers. Parkes et al. (2001) argued that pooling could happen as compulsory averaging of (low-level) visual features from target and flankers. However, some also suggested that pooling was a result of failed attentional selection (Whitney & Levi, 2011). One possible explanation for our observed similarity effects on crowding is that flankers similar to the target in general form can be harder to segment and distinguish from the target. According to S. He, Cavanagh, and Intriligator (1996), crowding is a result of limited spatial resolution in visual attention. Dissimilar flankers may result in pop-out of the target, a well-documented phenomenon in visual attention and visual search (Treisman, 1985; Wolfe, 1994). A target crowded by dissimilar flankers may overcome the limited attentional resolution through pop-out and therefore is relieved from strong crowding. An alternative explanation for the stroke-level similarity effect on crowding is that the features being pooled between target and flankers in Chinese-character crowding are the strokes. The quest for the responsible features in crowding can be a crucial step toward understanding the mechanism behind crowding. Previous studies on object crowding and face crowding have shed some light on this question.
Crowding of Chinese characters, objects, faces and English words

Wallace and Tjan (2011) found that object crowding was similar to letter crowding in terms of the radial–tangential anisotropy and the spatial extent of crowding. Such shared properties in crowding could be due to the features involved being the same in object crowding and letter crowding. Narrowband features could be a candidate. Chung et al. (2001) found that crowding of bandpassed letters was strongest when the flanking letters were filtered by a bandpass filter with a similar (but slightly lower) spatial frequency band. Features involved in crowding can be determined by both the spatial-frequency characteristics of the target, the demand of the task, and the properties of the visual system. Our current findings on Chinese-character crowding suggest that such narrowband features are closely related to the strokes and contours in the stimuli.

Although strokes and contours seem to play an important role in crowding of letters, objects, and Chinese characters, research on face crowding had shown that object-level representation could modulate crowding as well. Louie et al. (2007) found that upright face flankers resulted in stronger crowding than inverted face flankers when the target was an upright face. Holistic representation in upright faces might have modulated crowding strength. Louie et al.’s findings are consistent with crowding happening at multiple stages (Ho & Cheung, 2011). However, Sun and Balas (2015) could not replicate such flanker inversion effect on crowding of upright faces. The role of flanker inversion in face crowding is yet to be clarified.

Is holistic processing unique to face recognition? Martelli, Majaj, and Pelli (2005) compared the recognition of English letters within a word to that of facial features within a face. Recognition of both letters and facial features in foveal vision benefited from having a context. Such context superiority effect at fovea indicated similar object-level representations as words or faces was involved. Interestingly, context led to worse recognition performance in peripheral vision suggesting internal crowding, i.e., crowding from other letters in the word or other facial features in the face. Word recognition was similar to face recognition in both foveal superiority and peripheral inferiority effects. Despite the evidence of word-level representation, internal configuration of the flanker words did not affect the speed of reading a series of flanked words in a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm (Yu, Akau, & Chung, 2012). Yu et al. (2012) found that reading speed of the flanked RSVP stream was similar across different flanker conditions, including normal words, scrambled words, words with rotated letters, and words of different mirror image forms. Both our current findings on Chinese-character crowding and Yu et al.’s findings are consistent with the notion that strokes or contours are closely related to the features being misintegrated in crowding.

Crowding in reading

The important implications of crowding in reading have motivated decades of research since Bouma’s (1970) seminal work on letter crowding. We make fixations with saccades in between as we read. Accurate letter recognition happens only in a small field around the fixation. Bouma called that the “functional visual field in reading” (p. 177). More specifically, Legge and colleagues defined the “visual span” in reading as the number of characters that an observer can recognize at each glance (Legge, Ahn, Klitz, & Luebker, 1997; Legge et al., 2007; Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001). Visual-span size was shown to be tightly linked with reading speed (Legge et al., 2007). Pelli et al. (2007) further argued that the visual span was solely defined by crowding and called it the “uncrowded span.” Although the visual process underlying English reading have been studied for decades, relatively little is known about Chinese reading. Research on Chinese-character crowding will be a crucial step in understanding the mechanisms behind Chinese reading.

Conclusions

Target–flanker similarity in orthographic legality does not affect Chinese-character crowding, but similarity in contour integrity does. Faulty integration of low-level visual features may be a key contributor in this. Being a class of objects with a large range of visual complexity familiar to more than one billion Chinese readers, the study of Chinese-character recognition and crowding can provide important insights into how the visual system identifies learned visual objects.
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